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Controlling for presentation effects in choice

Yves Breitmoser
Department of Business Administration and Economics, Bielefeld University

Experimenters make theoretically irrelevant decisions concerning user interfaces
and ordering or labeling of options. Reanalyzing dictator games, I first show that
such decisions may drastically affect comparative statics and cause results to ap-
pear contradictory across experiments. This obstructs model testing, preference
analyses, and policy predictions. I then propose a simple model of choice incor-
porating both presentation effects and stochastic errors, and test the model by
reanalyzing the dictator game experiments. Controlling for presentation effects,
preference estimates become consistent across experiments and predictive out-
of-sample. This highlights both the necessity and the possibility to control for pre-
sentation in economic experiments.
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1. Introduction

Many economic experiments analyze individual behavior to understand preferences, as
understanding preferences is required for applied theoretical analyses and quantitative
policy recommendations. Preferences appear to be contradictory across studies, how-
ever, which mitigates the reliability of counterfactual predictions and policy recommen-
dations. Such contradictory results appear to be particularly prevalent in studies of so-
cial preferences. As I show here, a major reason for inconsistency between experiments
appears to be that “presentation” of options affects choice. Presentation matters due to
default effects (McKenzie, Liersch, and Finkelstein (2006), Dinner, Johnson,Goldstein,
and Liu (2011)), left-digit effects (Poltrock and Schwartz (1984), Lacetera, Pope, and
Sydnor (2012)), round-number effects (Heitjan and Rubin (1991), Manski and Molinari
(2010)), and positioning effects (Dean (1980), Miller and Krosnick (1998), Feenberg, Gan-
guli, Gaule, and Gruber (2017)). Absent a model of such presentation effects that would
allow researchers to control for them, they induce biased and inconsistent utility esti-
mates. This implies incompatibility of observations across experiments and may also be
a major reason for the failure to reach a consensus on (social) preference theories.
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To fix ideas, consider an experimenter designing a dictator game experiment to test a
model of social preferences. In a dictator game, player 1 (“dictator”) chooses how many
tokens, x ∈ {0� � � � �B}, to transfer to player 2 (“recipient”). Whatever model the experi-
menter seeks to test, some theoretically irrelevant decisions have to be made to run the
experiment. I refer to them as presentation decisions. For example, the value of the cake
to be redistributed may be fixed and the experimenter has to set the total number of
“slices” B to run the experiment. By all received theories, the choice of B is theoretically
irrelevant in that the budget share transferred by player 1 is independent of B (aside from
discreteness). Yet, if B = 20, then the equal split results from a transfer of 10 tokens, and
if say B = 25, then the equal split is not attainable at all, let alone by choosing a round
number.

In actual experiments, this seemingly trivial decision, cutting the cake into either 20
or 25 slices, has drastic behavioral implications. As this effect seems to have escaped at-
tention so far, Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this in some detail. Table 1 below reviews the
experiments I am reanalyzing here. A detailed discussion follows, but briefly, I focus on
dictator game experiments that are behaviorally equivalent in the sense that if behav-
ior depends solely on outcome-based preferences, then the observed choice patterns
should be statistically indistinguishable. In each dictator game, each of the B tokens to
be allocated by the dictator is worth ρ1 monetary units to the dictator and ρ2 monetary
units to the recipient. I refer to ρ2/ρ1 as the transfer ratio, where ρ2/ρ1 > 1 indicates sub-
sidized transfers and ρ2/ρ1 < 1 indicates taxed transfers. Such dictator games are widely
used to study social preferences, but specific experimental designs differ in theoretically
irrelevant ways.

First, Andreoni and Miller (2002, AM02) allow for budgets up to B = 100 where the
equal split is generally a multiple of 10 or 25, and choices mainly are multiples of 10
(Figure 1(a)). Similarly, Cappelen, Hole, Sørensen, and Tungodden (2007, CHST07) allow
for budgets up to B = 1600 with round-numbered equal splits, and subjects primarily
choose multiples of 100 (Figure 1(b)). Second, Harrison and Johnson (2006, HJ06) allow
for budgets up to B = 100, but the equal split is often a plain integer or not attainable at
all; as a result, it is chosen less often and choices overall are more dispersed (Figure 1(c)).
Third, Fisman, Kariv, and Markovits (2007, FKM07) implemented a graphical user inter-
face preventing round-number effects (Figure 1(d)). There, choices vary continuously
and the equal split is not chosen more frequently than other options. The choice of ei-
ther of these three types of experimental designs thus affects the relative frequency of
the equal split, the dispersion of choices—and as Figure 2 shows, even the comparative
statics. Figure 2 displays the share of tokens transferred as a function of the transfer ra-
tio (tax or subsidy rate) for the three experiments actually varying ρ1 and ρ2. In HJ06,
transfers are generally high and independent of ρ2/ρ1, in AM02 transfers start low but
are increasing in ρ2/ρ1, and in FKM07 transfers are low and again independent of ρ2/ρ1.

To summarize, even in theoretically equivalent experiments, choice patterns differ
widely and elicited comparative statics end up being contradictory—all of which results
in utility estimates that are inconsistent across studies (shown below). The implications
are substantial. Since comparative statics depend on presentation, experimental studies
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Figure 1. Choice patterns across dictator game experiments. Note: In AM02, the equal split is
a round number (transferring 20 tokens), in CHST07 as well (300 tokens), in HJ06 it is not an in-
teger and thus unavailable (transferring 33.3 tokens), and FKM07 use a graphical user interface.
As above, B indicates the number of tokens available, and “transfer” (e.g., “1 : 2”) indicates the
inverse transfer ratio ρ1 : ρ2 as defined in the text.

cannot measure comparative statics (without controlling for presentation) and experi-
mental results cannot be taken at face value. Since utilities are inconsistently estimated,
social preference models are not predictive, evaluating preference models by comparing
results from different experiments is futile, and convergence of social preference theory
is put out of reach. Such concerns regularly surface in critiques of experimental and be-
havioral economics, and to address them, we need to control for presentation effects.

The present paper proposes a simple model of presentation effects, applies it to stan-
dard data sets (including those in Figure 1), and shows that it allows to effectively factor
out and control for presentation effects in analyses. These results are fairly positive in
nature. While behavior and social, time, and risk preferences appear to differ a lot across
experiments, this paper provides both an analytical framework and econometric evi-
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Figure 2. Comparative statics of transfer in tax/subsidy rate across experiments. Note: The plot
captures the budget share transferred as a function of the transfer ratio in AM02, FKM07, and
HJ06. The transfer ratio ρ2/ρ1 ranges from 1/4 (highly taxed transfers) to 4/1 (highly subsidized
transfers).

dence suggesting that neither the preference theories nor experimental measurement
as such are necessarily inadequate. Instead, current measures are being confounded by
presentation effects, which we need to filter out, and by doing so, we can get much fur-
ther in analyzing experimental studies than we previously thought.

Section 2 introduces the focal choice adjusted logit (Focal) model. Section 3 presents
the framework for the econometric test of the model. Section 4 presents the results and
Section 5 concludes. The Appendix contains relegated proofs and definitions, the On-
line Supplemental Material is available in the replication file (Breitmoser (2021)) and
contains results on a number of robustness checks.

2. The model

The purpose of the model proposed here is to provide a framework for the estima-
tion of utility parameters given an experimenter’s hypothesis about the utility function.
To obtain data, the experimenter runs an experiment where each decision maker DM
chooses an option x ∈ B from a finite budget set B ⊂ X . Each potential option x ∈ X is
associated with a list of attributes, and according to the experimenter’s model, a sub-
set of those attributes affect DM’s utility. The remaining attributes do not affect DM’s
utility (theoretically) but may otherwise affect choice. In the existing literature, such
utility-irrelevant yet choice-relevant attributes have been associated with temptation
(Gul and Pesendorfer (2001)), salience (Bordalo, Gennaioli, and Shleifer (2012)) and fo-
cality (Schelling (1960)) of options, as discussed below.

Considering my focus on presentation effects, I will say that the utility-irrelevant
attributes affect the focality of options, which refers to the “focal points” discussed by
Schelling (1960) that reflect the “prominence or conspicuousness” (p. 57) of options. To
be clear, Schelling discussed focal points in coordination games, where actions may gain
prominence or conspicuousness from common pieces of knowledge or cultural back-
ground, but since presentation equally affects prominence or conspicuousness of op-
tions, it seems appropriate to borrow the term for this paper.
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The set of possible budgets in the experiment is the set of finite subsets of X , de-
noted as P(X). Further, π :X →R

m denotes the mapping from options to values of the-
oretically utility-relevant attributes and φ : X → R

n denotes the mapping from options
to values of other attributes such as ordering, positioning, labeling, and roundedness,
which typically are considered utility irrelevant.1 I denote the respective attribute val-
ues of option x as πx and φx.

Example 1. DM chooses an option x ∈ {1�2�3}, the payoff of which depends on a coin
toss (with unknown probabilities). Option 1 yields payoffs of 10 and 0 in the cases of
heads and tails, respectively, option 2 yields 4 and 4, and option 3 yields 0 and 10. The
options are presented in a column, with 1 being the top option (arbitrarily labeled “1”)
and 3 being at the bottom (arbitrarily labeled “0”). Thus:

π1 = (10�0)� φ1 = 1 =̂ “Top”�

π2 = (4�4)� φ2 = 0�5 =̂ “Middle”�

π3 = (0�10)� φ3 = 0 =̂ “Bottom”�

The images of π and φ are denoted π[X] and φ[X], respectively. We assume that
DM has complete, transitive, and reflexive orderings over both sets of attribute values,
π[X] and φ[X], intuitively interpreted as “preferred to” and “more focal than.” The or-
derings are represented by a utility index u : π[X] →R and a focality index v : φ[X] →R,
respectively.

Example 2. DM is risk neutral and believes the coin is fair, u(πx) = 0�5πx�1 + 0�5πx�2,
and she has a tendency to choose options further down the list, v(φ(x)) = (1 −φ(x))2.

Our task will be to infer utilities u[π[X]] and focalities v[φ[X]] of options from DM’s
choice probabilities. In this task, the numeric labels attached to “Top,” “Middle,” and
“Bottom” in the example are indeed arbitrary.

The pair of attribute mappings (π�φ) is called context of DM’s choice and may vary
between decision tasks, for example, by experimenters changing outcomes π or per-
muting the order φ. The set of possible contexts (π�φ) is denoted as C. The probabil-
ity that DM chooses x ∈ B from budget B ∈ P(X) in context (π�φ) ∈ C is denoted as
Pr(x|π�φ�B).

As discussed in detail next, DM seeks to maximize u + v subject to random pertur-
bations of both utilities and focalities. This yields the following model.

Definition 1. The choice profile Pr has a focal choice adjusted logit (Focal) represen-
tation if there exist λ�κ ∈ R, u : π[X] → R, and v : φ[X] → R such that for all contexts

1Presentation is obviously more complex than just comprising ordering, positioning, labeling, and
roundedness of numbers. Take, for example, the way questions are asked in surveys. For my model to be
applicable, we would have to be able to categorize (or quantify) the way questions are asked, so we can de-
fine a function mapping each category to focalities of different options. To the extent that such categories
can be defined objectively, the model seems applicable, but I leave this for future research.
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(π�φ) ∈ C and all budgets B ∈ P(X),

Pr(x|π�φ�B) = exp
{
λ · u(πx)+ κ · v(φx)

}
∑
x′∈B

exp
{
λ · u(πx′)+ κ · v(φx′)

} � (1)

If C is a singleton set, that is, comprises just a single context, then Pr has a Focal rep-
resentation if and only if it has a logit representation. The indices u and v may therefore
be identified only if we have observations from multiple contexts. Next, I briefly review
related literature and then discuss identification. The Appendix contains a simple ax-
iomatic characterization of the model.

Related literature The idea to distinguish utility-relevant and utility-irrelevant (but still
choice-relevant) attributes of options when modeling choice has a long tradition in be-
havioral economics, presumably starting with Schelling (1960) who discussed focality of
options as a choice relevant input in coordination games. Schelling’s ideas have been
picked up frequently again (for a discussion see Kreps (1990)), though with little at-
tention to formalizing the notion of focality (but see Sugden (1995)). The idea of focal
points, that is, prominence or conspicuousness of options, naturally extends to indi-
vidual decision making, as evidenced by the well-documented effects due to ordering,
labeling, or positioning of options or roundedness of numbers. The above approach, to
model the interaction of utility and focality based on two indices u and v, that affect de-
cision making in an additively separable manner (u + v) follows three strings of results
in the literature on individual decision making.

First, additive separability of two such indices was proposed in Gul and Pesendorfer
(2001) based on an axiomatic characterization of a preference for commitment. For-
mally, GP01 model a decision maker who, in a first stage, selects the menu of options
to choose from, and in a second stage, an option from this menu. GP01’s preference for
commitment is a weak preference of DM in stage 1 for removing certain options from
her eventual menu in stage 2. GP01 have phenomena typically related to time inconsis-
tency in mind, for example, removing the option to have a burger at tomorrow’s lunch,
but the model itself is general and speaks to any phenomenon related to decision mak-
ing that involves option attributes that are choice relevant but not utility relevant. To
see this, note that if there exist option attributes that do not affect utility but are rele-
vant to choice, then GP01’s preference for commitment naturally arises. Such attributes
may include attributes affecting Gul and Pesendorfer’s notion of temptation, but criti-
cally for our discussion, they may also include attributes affecting (Schelling’s) focality
of options—formally, temptation as in GP01 and focality as in Schelling equally imply a
preference for commitment. The key result of Gul and Pesendorfer is that, under seem-
ingly standard assumptions, the preference for commitment implies that DM is influ-
enced by two indices u and v, seeking to maximize u + v when making the decision, as
we assumed above—with the only difference that we call v “focality” index rather than
“temptation” index.

Here, u represents the binary preference relation over singleton sets of options
(hence, “utility” of options) and is revealed by the choice of a menu in the first stage.
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Further, u + v represents the preferences over options for any given menu of options
and is revealed by the choice of an option in the second stage. Thus, anticipating that
she will be tempted to choose options that do not maximize her utility u (due to the
influence of v when making the decision), DM may prefer to eliminate some options
from the menu prior to making her actual choice. In typical experimental designs, DM
has no control over the menu of options and we get to observe DM only in Gul and Pe-
sendorfer’s second stage, where she seeks to maximize u + v. Not observing the menu
preferences complicates identification, but in general, even knowing both u and u + v

(up to ordinal transformation) is not sufficient to infer v up to ordinal transformation
(Gul and Pesendorfer (2006)).

As a second approach, Matejka and McKay (2015) modeled a DM with rational inat-
tention and show that with attention costs following Sims (2003), choice probabilities
obey a generalized logit form,

Pr(x|π�φ�B)= exp{λux + αx}∑
x′∈B

exp{λux′ + αx′ }

for some λ ∈ R, some utility index u and a “prior index” α : X → R. That is, based on a
conceptually independent analysis of stochastic choice, Matejka and McKay also obtain
the additive separability earlier derived by GP01. In their model, α captures the choice
propensities if DM has no knowledge of utility-relevant attributes, and thus, α again
captures utility-irrelevant but choice-relevant attributes in choice, potentially related
to temptation, salience, or focality of options, for example. Their results suggest that
we may identify u and α (or, v) if we can present the decision problem without reveal-
ing utility relevant attributes, as the elicited choice probabilities then reveal α. This ap-
proach is feasible if the utility-relevant option attributes are known and have an empty
intersection with the attributes affecting α, but may in general be hard to implement.

Third, in an analysis of the axiomatic foundation of conditional logit, Breitmoser
(2020) observed that the same generalized logit representation, including the additive
separability of utilities and “prior propensities,” obtains if choice probabilities obey pos-
itivity, independence of irrelevant alternatives, and invariance of choice probabilities to
translation of utilities. Based on this observation, an axiomatic foundation of the Focal
model is straightforward, as demonstrated in the Appendix. As in Matejka and McKay,
the prior propensities α are shown to be independent of utilities, that is, α remains un-
changed if we permute or transform utilities in any way. Since utilities as such are not
observable, such permutations are not straightforward, but in any model-based anal-
ysis, there are theoretically utility-relevant attributes and we may be able to permute
them without affecting focality-relevant attributes. This would enable identification, as
demonstrated next.

Identification As indicated, I envision an analyst seeking to estimate the parameters
of a specific utility function controlling for specific presentation effects due to ordering,
positioning or round numbers. I illustrate a prototypical example of such an application
below by re-analyzing a set of dictator games that form the backbone of many stud-
ies of social preferences and exhibit the widely documented round-number effects. In
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these cases, the attributes affecting utility are specified prior to the analysis, but sec-
ondary attributes such as ordering of options (Example 1) need to be set to run the ex-
periment, and their impact is supposed to be factored out. Then it will be possible to
change the secondary attributes (say, by reordering options) without affecting the theo-
retically utility-relevant attributes, and equally, circular permutations of utility-relevant
attributes are possible.

Definition 2. π̃ is a circular permutation of π with respect to B ∈ P(X) if there exists
a function σ : B → B such that: (i) π̃σ(x) = πx for all x ∈ B, and (ii) σk(x) �= x for all x ∈ B

and all k< |B|.

As indicated, I propose to think of this assumption as clarifying that we are able to
reposition, reorder or relabel options without affecting their utilities, which is true by
all received models of utility in the behavioral literature. Obviously, such an assumption
may become inadequate as our understanding of utility and presentation evolves, and
in this sense, the present paper merely makes a first step in formally capturing presen-
tation effects, but as we shall see, with respect to the experiments reanalyzed here, this
assumption seems to be adequate. Circular permutations are sufficient for identifica-
tion, as the following result demonstrates.

Proposition 1. Fix a budget B ∈ P(X) and consider two contexts (π�φ)� (π̃�φ) ∈ C, as-
suming DM’s choice profiles have Focal representations with the same λ�κ ∈ R in both.
Then utility index u ◦ π and focality index v ◦ φ over options x ∈ B are identified up to
affine transformation if π̃ is a circular permutation of π with respect to B.

That is, we can disentangle u ◦ π and v ◦ φ, that is, the mappings from options to
utilities and from options to focalities, using appropriate experimental designs. Since
π and φ are induced by the experimenter, this can be used for inference about func-
tional forms and parameters of u and v. At this point, I am not aware of experiments
actually implementing circular permutations, as opposed to say reversions of lists on
which I comment below, and thus, I am not able to illustrate the approach based on ex-
isting data. The proposition is therefore a “possibility result,” that is, a demonstration
that it can be straightforward to disentangle u and v using experiments that vary u and
v in a sufficiently informative way. Indeed, the experiments I reanalyze below do not
seem to permit circular permutations in an obvious manner, as they require subjects to
enter numbers rather than picking items from lists, but they generally provide obser-
vations from more than two contexts per subject, which at least for the experiments I
am reanalyzing seems to provide sufficiently informative variation of π and φ (based on
inspection of the gradients and Hessians of the likelihood function).

Briefly, let me illustrate how we can disentangle u and v using circular permutation
of options. Assume that we do not know u and v from Example 1, but that we observe
choice probabilities in the context (π�φ) defined in Example 1 and in the context (π̃�φ)
defined next.
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Example 3. Equivalent to Example 1, but utility-relevant attributes are given by π̃ as
follows:

π̃1 = (0�10)� π̃2 = (10�0)� π̃3 = (4�4)�

Note that π̃ in Example 3 is a circular permutation of π as defined in Example 1. By
Proposition 1, observing choice probabilities in the two contexts, (π�φ) from Example 1
and (π̃�φ) from Example 3, suffices to identify the three utilities u(π1)�u(π2)�u(π3), and
the three focalities v(φ1)� v(φ2)� v(φ3) up to affine transformation. The basic idea is as
follows. Knowing that the choice probabilities have a Focal representation with constant
λ�κ in both contexts, we can demonstrate that the log-probabilities satisfy

log Pr(x|π�φ�X) = a+ λu(πx)+ κv(φx) (2)

for all x ∈ {1�2�3} = B and both contexts, (π�φ) and (π̃�φ), with (λ�κ) as in the Focal
representation and some a ∈ R. In total, we have 2 · |B| = 6 such equations and 2 · |B| + 4
unknowns: the three utilities, the three focalities, λ and κ, and the two constants labeled
a above (one per context). By fixing levels and scales of both utilities and focalities, we
eliminate four unknowns, implying that the number of observations equates with the
number of unknowns. The resulting equation system is regular if π̃ is a circular permu-
tation of π. After fixing levels and scales of utilities and focalities, they are thus identified
up to affine transformation.

Circular permutations are feasible in many cases. For example, many experimental
analyses assume that utilities are functions of payoff profiles over states of the world or
over players, and they allow subjects to choose one of n options. These options are ar-
ranged arbitrarily on a screen, or are associated arbitrarily with labels, and the analyst
is worried that positioning or labeling of options biases choice. Any such arrangement
permits a circular permutation, where say option 1 assumes the position (or, label) of
option 2, option 2 that of 3, . . . , and option n assumes that of option 1. If the analyst
observes choice probabilities for two such arrangements, where one is a circular per-
mutation of the other, then identification up to affine transformation is possible.

There are two related points worth noting. On one hand, not all permutations of π
yield a regular equation system. Most prominently, experimental studies involving lists
of options tend to revert the list in order to nullify ordering effects by pooling obser-
vations from the original list and the reverse list. I am not aware of a possible model
of choice justifying this approach, and as an example, assume both first and last op-
tion have high focality and all other options have low focality—then reversion has no ef-
fect on choice probabilities and neither utility nor focality is identified. Using the Focal
model, one may define an equation system as above, but the resulting equation system
is in general singular. In this case, identification of utilities using the Focal model can
be achieved only if the ordering effect (i.e., v) is linear in the position of the option (φ),
while circular permutation works in general.

On the other hand, we do not require assumptions about the functional form relat-
ing utility-relevant attributes and utilities of options in order to infer utilities of options,
or about the functional form relating focality-relevant attributes and focalities in order
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Table 1. The data sets.

#Treatments #Options #Observations Transfer ratios

“Manual” dictator games
AM02 (Andreoni and Miller (2002)) 8 41−-101 176 × 8 3 : 1,. . . , 1 : 3
HJ06 (Harrison and Johnson (2006)) 10 41–101 57 × 10 1 : 1,. . . , 1 : 4
CHST07 (Cappelen et al. (2007)) 6 401–1601 96 × 2 1:1

“Graphical” dictator games
FKM07 (Fisman, Kariv, and Markovits (2007)) 50 500–1000 76 × 50 4 : 1,. . . , 1 : 3

Note: For each of the experiments reanalyzed here, the table lists the number of decisions per subject (#Treatments), the
number of options per choice task (#Options), the number of observations overall (#Observations, which is the number of
subjects times the number of treatments), and the range of transfer ratios implemented across treatments in the experiment.

to infer focalities of options. That is, circular permutation permits nonparametric esti-
mation of cardinal utilities controlling for stochastic choice and presentation effects if
we can observe choice probabilities. An analyst interested in estimating parameters may
still do so, of course, but it is not necessary to estimate cardinal utilities.

3. Framework for model test and application

One approach to test the Focal model would be to test underlying axioms (see the Ap-
pendix) in isolation, that is, in specifically designed choice tasks. Such a test would be of
limited informativeness here, as violations of axioms appear to be context dependent,
suggesting that an applied model such as Focal is tested ideally based on data represen-
tative of those it is supposed to be applied to. I therefore test Focal on data sets represen-
tative of some of the behavioral literature, and attempt to answer three questions that
are particularly relevant in applied work: Does Focal enable more accurate counterfac-
tual predictions than existing models? Does it provide consistent and reliable estimates
across studies? Do other models fail in this respect, and is the relevance of presentation
effects economically substantial? The general idea, to test behavioral models by evalu-
ating validity in-sample and out-of-sample using typical data sets, follows a literature
comprising analyses of decision under risk (Harless and Camerer (1994), Wilcox (2008),
Hey, Lotito, and Maffioletti (2010)), learning (Camerer and Ho (1999)), strategic choice in
normal-form games (Camerer, Ho, and Chong (2004)), and social preferences (De Bruyn
and Bolton (2008)).

The selected data sets are from the four well-known experiments on generalized dic-
tator games discussed in the Introduction, reviewed in Table 1.

Definition 3 (Generalized dictator game). DM chooses an option x ∈ {0�1� � � � �B}.
Given x, the dictator’s payoff is π1(x) = ρ1 ·(B−x) and the recipient’s payoff is π2 = ρ2 ·x.

Dictator games enable an analysis of utility and focality in a context where utility and
focality individually appear to be understood reasonably well and additional factors can
be ruled out thanks to the simplicity of dictator games.

On one hand, most analyses of dictator games that estimate utility parameters, in-
cluding three of the four studies reanalyzed here, assume that preferences have a CES
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utility representation.2 In this sense, assuming CES utilities fits my objective of reana-
lyzing standard data sets under standard assumptions, with the sole novelty being the
attempt to control for presentation effects using the Focal model.

Definition 4 (Utility). The utility of option x, and given the associated payoff profile
(πx�1�πx�2), is u(πx�1�πx�2) = ((1 − α) · (1 +πx�1)

β + α · (1 +πx�2)
β)1/β.

On the other hand, there are unambiguous presentation effects (round-number ef-
fects), the choice task does not involve confounds due to, for example, risk, probabil-
ity weighting, or (strategic) uncertainty, and there exist four well-known experimental
analyses designed to estimate utility functions and differing only in presentational as-
pects. Further, there is consensus on the roundedness of numbers from analyses of sur-
veys, which consistently find that 100�50�10�5�1�0�5�0�1� � � � exhibit decreasing levels of
roundedness (Battistin, Miniaci, and Weber (2003), Whynes, Philips, and Frew (2005),
Covey and Smith (2006)). This eliminates another unknown and allows me to define the
focality of option x as the level of the highest number in this sequence that divides x.
The focality of multiples of 100 is 4, other multiples of 50 have level 3, and so on, down
to multiples of 0�1, which have focality −2 and represent the minimum here.3

Definition 5 (Focality). Let φx denote the number that is to be entered in order to
choose option x. Let d : Z → R be defined such that d(0) = 1, d(1) = 5 and d(z) = 10 ·
d(z − 2) for all z ∈ Z. The focality of option x is v(φx)= max{z|d(z) divides φx}.

Finally, one of these experiments (Fisman, Kariv, and Markovits (2007)) avoids pre-
sentation effects due to round numbers by using a graphical user interface, which pro-
vides “counterfactual” information when analyzing consistency and reliability.4 In con-
junction, these four large-scale experiments therefore appear particularly suitable for
testing Focal, as they provide a fairly comprehensive picture of choice in a context that
is otherwise well understood.

2The exception is Cappelen et al. (2007), who allow for nontrivial reference points in order to analyze so-
cial norms. Relatedly, these studies also found that individual choices are frequently consistent with GARP,
potentially suggesting that modeling stochastic choice is not needed in analyses of dictator games. All four
of the studies reanalyzed here allow for stochastic choice, however, since the choices of the majority of sub-
jects, sometimes the vast majority as in Fisman, Kariv, and Markovits (2007), are not perfectly consistent
with any particular family of utility functions and since the standard approaches toward capturing popu-
lation heterogeneity, such as finite mixture or mixed logit modeling, require a notion of stochastic choice
to evaluate log-likelihoods in the first place. Note that the necessity for capturing population heterogene-
ity does not arise in studies analyzing behavior at the individual level (see, e.g., Halevy, Persitz, and Zrill
(2018)).

3Note that negativity of focality has no particular meaning in the Focal model, as level shifts cancel out.
4Since the graphical user interface prevents round-number effects, on which I focus here, my analysis

will assume that focality is constant at zero for all options in Fisman, Kariv, and Markovits (2007). Fur-
ther work may investigate if the graphical user interface induces prominence effects other than via round
numbers, at for example midpoints, which is possible by evaluating the significance of parameters of cor-
responding focality functions.
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Specification Each subject is characterized by precision λ, altruism α, efficiency con-
cerns β, and focality weight κ. Subjects may be heterogeneous, which we model by
allowing for all parameters to be distributed randomly across subjects. Using p =
(λ�κ�α�β) to describe the parameter profile of a given subject and f (·|d) to describe
its joint density in the population given distribution parameters d, the likelihood that
the model d describes the choices os of subject s ∈ S is

l(d|os) =
∫

P
f (p|d) · Pr(os|p)dp� (3)

with Pr(os|p) as the probability that os results under parameter profile p. Aggregating
over subjects, the log-likelihood of the model given data set o = {os}s∈S is

ll(d|o) =
∑
s∈S

log l(d|os)� (4)

As usual, the underlying distributions are variations of normal distributions: altruism α

is normal truncated to the interval [−0�5�0�5] to avoid excessive altruism or spite, effi-
ciency β is normal without truncation, precision λ and choice κ are log-normal to avoid
negativity. From a wider perspective, this specification closely relates to the widely-used
family of mixed-logit models and the distributional assumptions reflect standard prac-
tice in analyses of social preferences (Cappelen et al. (2007), Bellemare, Kröger, and van
Soest (2008)) and risk preferences (Harrison, List, and Towe (2007), Andersen, Harrison,
Lau, and Rutström (2008), Wilcox (2008)).

For each of the random variables, both mean and variance are considered free pa-
rameters of the model. Overall, the models thus have (up to) eight free parameters,
which is conservative in relation to regression models used in experimental analyses and
in relation to the more progressive structural models (Harrison, List, and Towe (2007),
Bellemare, Kröger, and van Soest (2008)). Regardless, identifiability of the parameters is
verified explicitly by analyzing reliability and consistency across experiments. Param-
eters are estimated by maximum likelihood. Likelihoods are computed by numerical
integration using quasi-random numbers (Train (2003)) and maximized in a three-step
approach, using first a robust gradient-free approach (NEWUOA, Powell (2006)), second,
a Newton–Raphson method to ensure convergence, and finally extensive cross-testing
of estimates across data sets and models to ensure that global maxima are found. Mod-
els are evaluated using the likelihood ratio test of Schennach and Wilhelm (2016), which
is robust to both misspecification and arbitrary nesting of models. I will always indi-
cate the actual p-values, but let me note that a level of 0�005 roughly implements the
Bonferroni correction given the simultaneous tests of four models on three data sets (in
relation to an original level of 0�05).

Benchmark models Throughout the analysis, I relate the results for Focal to those for
three key benchmark models for the lack of comparable earlier studies. An obvious
benchmark is “multinomial logit,” which is the model used in most current analyses.
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Accordingly, DM with utility u chooses x with probability

Logit : Pr(x|u�φ�B) = exp{λ · ux}∑
x′∈B

exp{λ · ux′ }
� (5)

In addition, I consider a cross-nested logit model allowing for similarity effects between
proximate options (Ordered GEV, Small (1987)) and a model of limited attention follow-
ing Echenique, Saito, and Tserenjigmid (2018), which provides an alternative explana-
tion for the focus on round numbers.

Similarity Choice violates IIA in the presence of “similarity” effects, and intuitively
proximate numbers are more similar than distant numbers. Such similarity effects can
be expressed by nested logit (McFadden (1976)) where DM first chooses a “nest” of sim-
ilar options and secondly makes a final choice from this nest. Small (1987) introduces a
cross-nested logit model (with overlapping nests) for choice from ordered sets, called
Ordered GEV, which intuitively captures possible similarity effects in manual choice.
Here, DM first makes a tentative choice y ∈ B and then reconsiders the neighborhood
of y to make the final choice x ∈ [y − w�y + w]. To clarify the relevance of nesting and
similarity effects, I include Ordered GEV as benchmark model. Formally, DM with util-
ity u, precision λ, degree of correlation κ, bandwidth parameter M < |X|, and options
represented by their integer ranks s = 1�2� � � � , the choice probabilities are

OGEV : Pr(s) =
s+M∑
r=s

wr−s exp{λus/κ}
exp{Ir} · exp{κIr}

B+M∑
t=0

exp{κIt}

with Ir = ln
∑
s′∈Br

wr−s′ exp{λus′/κ}� (6)

In the analysis, I use a large bandwidth w equal to half the available options, weights
following a standard normal distribution, and free parameters λ to capture precision
and κ to capture the extent of the choice bias due to similarity.

Limited attention Round-number effects can be interpreted two ways: subjects either
focus on some options (as in Focal) or neglect other options, possibly due to limited at-
tention. Masatlioglu, Nakajima, and Ozbay (2012) generalize revealed preference to ac-
count for DMs not considering all their options, Manzini and Mariotti (2014) generalize
this idea to stochastic choice, and Echenique, Saito, and Tserenjigmid (2018) generalize
the model further by allowing for a weak “perception ordering”: first all options at the
highest perception level are considered, second the options at the next-highest level,
and so on. This Perception Adjusted Luce Model (PALM) straightforwardly applies to fo-
cality effects, first the most focal options are considered, next the second layer, and so
on, and hence it constitutes a natural benchmark for Focal. Formally, DM with utility u,
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focality φ, precision λ, and choice bias κ ∈ [0�1], chooses x ∈ B with

PALM : Pr(x|u�φ�B) = μ(x�X) ·
∏
k>φx

(
1 − κ ·

∑
x′∈X:φx′=k

μ
(
x′�X

))
� (7)

where μ(x�X) = Logit(x) = exp{λux}/∑
x′∈X exp{λux′ }. The focality index φ used here

will (of course) be equivalent to the one used in Focal. While Echenique, Saito, and
Tserenjigmid define and axiomatize PALM only for κ= 1, I allow for the whole spectrum
down to κ = 0 (which is logit). Further, I rescale the choice probabilities so they add up
to 1, following Manzini and Mariotti’s suggestion for cases without “outside options.”

4. Results

For brevity, I pool the results for AM02 and HJ06 due to their similarity, both entailing
choice from up to B = 100 options with 8 or 10 observations per subject, reducing the
data to three types of experiments: manual choice with many observations per subject
(“large manual”, AM02 and HJ06), with few observations per subject (“small manual,”
CHST07), and graphical choice (“graphical,” FKM07).

In-sample accuracy First, I analyze descriptive adequacy, that is, in-sample fit. It will
be convenient to have the standard formal definition as a reference when discussing
other measures of adequacy below. Using d = (dα�dβ�dλ�dκ) as the vector of distribu-
tion parameters with, for example, dα = (μα�σα) characterizing the distribution of α in
the population, the descriptive log-likelihood with respect to data set o is

LLdescr
o = max

(dα�dβ�dλ�dκ)
ll
(
(dα�dβ�dλ�dκ)|o

)
�

for all data sets o ∈ O := {AM02�HJ06�CHST07�FKM07}, using the log-likelihood func-
tion defined in equation (4). Based on this, we define the descriptive Bayes information
criterion (BIC, Schwarz (1978)) and the pseudo-R2 (Nagelkerke (1991)) as usual,

BICdescr
o = ∣∣LLdescr

o

∣∣ + log(#obs) · #par/2� R2
o = BICo −LLmin

o

LLmax
o −LLmin

o

� (8)

where LLmax
o denotes the log-likelihood of a (hypothetical) “clairvoyant” model predict-

ing the choice distributions as they have been observed, and LLmin
o denotes the log-

likelihood of a naive model predicting uniform randomization in all conditions. The first
panel of Table 2 summarizes the results on in-sample accuracy. As indicated, I pool the
(similar) “large manual” experiments AM02 and HJ06 in terms of their BIC, reporting
the sum BICdescr

AM02 +BICdescr
HJ06 , based on which the pooled pseudo-R2 is computed.

In these “large manual” experiments (AM02 and HJ06), Focal captures 89% of ob-
served variance in terms of pseudo-R2, logit captures around 65% of variance, and PALM
and OGEV improve slightly but statistically significantly on logit, explaining around 69%
of observed variance. In the “small manual” experiment (CHST07), Focal’s adequacy is
similar, at 83% in terms of the pseudo-R2, but the benchmark models drop to 35% in
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terms of the pseudo-R2. In the graphical experiment, all models explain around 62% of
observed variance. The differences in the manual DGs are statistically highly significant,
always at the 0�005 level surviving the Bonferroni correction.

Result 1 (Model adequacy). Focal captures manual choice of numbers in-sample, ex-
plaining 88% of the observed variance. All models capture graphical choice equally well.

A drop of R2 by 20 percentage points between Focal and the benchmark models,
from 89% to 69% as in AM02 and HJ06, is substantial, and a drop from 83% to 35% as in
CHST07 is drastic. Figure 3 below illustrates this by plotting the models’ predictions in
representative treatments, showing that the benchmark models do not capture choice
“reasonably” well. Notably, the benchmark models are equally adequate in the (large)
experiments with and without round-number effects (AM02 and HJ06 vs. FKM07), sug-
gesting that they simply fail to capture the round-number clustering. Focal captures
round-number clustering, and thus capitalizes on the fact that choice in manual DGs
is more predictable. The remainder examines if this actually yields more accurate or re-
liable utility estimates.

Counterfactual predictions As for counterfactual predictions, there is a vast set of ap-
plications ranging from policy recommendations (where we may have little ex ante in-
formation) to hypotheses for experiments building on earlier experiments (where we
may have much prior information about say precision and choice patterns). In order to
account for this diversity, I distinguish predictions to three degrees: there is no infor-
mation at all (third degree), there is information about the extent of the choice bias κ

(second degree), or there is information about both precision and choice bias (first de-
gree). In turn, the first degree thus evaluates the predictiveness of preference estimates
in isolation, taking the distributions of λ and κ in the target population as known.

The counterfactuals to be predicted in my analysis are the choices in other experi-
ments. I estimate parameters on a given experiment, predict observations in the other
experiments, and rotate such that each experiment is predicted based on estimates from
each other experiment. As outlined above, in predictions to the first degree (“Predic-
tion of preferences” in Table 2), the utility parameters are out-of-sample and precision
λ as well as choice bias κ are assumed to be known for the sample to be predicted—to
measure the reliability of preference estimates in isolation. I implement this measure by
taking the utility parameters from the other sample as given and estimating the distri-
butions of λ and κ for the sample to be “predicted.” Formally, when “predicting prefer-
ences” in data set (experiment) o ∈ O := {AM02�HJ06�CHST07�FKM07}, I take for each
o′ �= o the estimated distribution parameters (do

′
α �do

′
β ) of utilities, then maximize the

log-likelihood over (dλ�dκ) with respect to data set o, and finally aggregate over all data
sets o′ �= o,

LL
pred-1
o =

∑
o′ �=o

LL
pred-1
o|o′ with LL

pred-1
o|o′ = max

(dλ�dκ)
ll
((
do

′
α �do

′
β �dλ�dκ

)|o)
� (9)
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Table 2. Summary of the econometric analysis (BIC: less is better; R2: more is better).

Value Range

Clairvoyance Naiveté Focality
(Focal)

Similarity
(OGEV)

Limited
Attention
(PALM)

IIA (Logit)

Accuracy in-sample (BIC and corresponding pseudo-R2 based on LLdescr
o , see equation (8))

Large manual BIC 2812�1 8137 3371�9 <
(0)

4420�9 ≈
(0�108)

4492�6 <
(0)

4690�3

R2 1 0 0�895 >
(0)

0�698 ≈
(0�108)

0�684 >
(0)

0�647

Small manual BIC 260�8 1271�4 430�4 <
(0)

920 ≈
(0�733)

910�5 ≈
(0�567)

931�1

R2 1 0 0�832 >
(0)

0�348 ≈
(0�733)

0�357 ≈
(0�567)

0�337

Graphical BIC 10021�8 23249�2 15103�9 ≈
(0�891)

15087�7 ≈
(0�754)

15119�4 ≈
(0�821)

15123�9

R2 1 0 0�616 ≈
(0�891)

0�617 ≈
(0�754)

0�615 ≈
(0�821)

0�614

Counterfactual predictions based on equations (9)–(11)

Prediction of preferences (pseudo-R2 based on LL
pred-1
o )

Large manual R2 1 0 0�846 >
(0)

0�522 >
(0)

0�486 >
(0)

0�443

Small manual R2 1 0 0�798 >
(0)

0�226 ≈
(0�326)

0�194 ≈
(0�589)

0�179

Graphical R2 1 0 0�587 >
(0)

0�456 ≈
(0�063)

0�413 ≈
(0�694)

0�425

Prediction of preferences and precision (pseudo-R2 based on LL
pred-2
o )

Large manual R2 1 0 0�85 >
(0)

0�511 >
(0�005)

0�486 >
(0)

0�443

Small manual R2 1 0 0�786 >
(0)

0�205 ≈
(0�446)

0�182 ≈
(0�879)

0�18

Graphical R2 1 0 0�58 >
(0)

0�43 ≈
(0�193)

0�4 ≈
(0�706)

0�411

Prediction of preferences, precision and choice bias (pseudo-R2 based on LL
pred-3
o )

Large manual R2 1 0 0�824 >
(0)

0�49 >
(0)

0�437 >
(0)

0�394

Small manual R2 1 0 0�757 >
(0)

0�205 ≈
(0�339)

0�172 ≈
(0�827)

0�184

Consistency of estimates as defined in equations (12)–(14)
Consistency of preference estimates
Large manual �BIC 0 22737�7 531�4(0�272) <

(0)
1601�6(0�01) <

(0�008)
2188�6(0�001) >

(0�016)
1655(0�007)

Small manual �BIC 0 12910�4 1377�9(0�009) <
(0)

7111(0) <
(0)

8738�5(0) ≈
(0�478)

8890�6(0)

Graphical �BIC 0 5606 137�4(0�1) <
(0)

859�6(0) >
(0�036)

733�7(0) ≈
(0�622)

730�4(0)

Consistency of preferences and precision
Large manual �BIC 0 22737�7 854�9(0�118) <

(0)
1825�5(0�004) <

(0�04)
2327�2(0�001) >

(0�028)
1755�7(0�005)

Small manual �BIC 0 12910�4 1275�7(0�014) <
(0)

8108�3(0) <
(0)

9252�4(0) ≈
(0�596)

9359�2(0)

Graphical �BIC 0 5606 151�4(0�073) <
(0)

908�3(0) >
(0)

660�4(0) ≈
(0�157)

686�7(0)

Consistency of preferences, precision and choice bias
Large manual �BIC 0 6447 235�5(0�006) <

(0)
806�3(0) ≈

(0�181)
746(0) ≈

(0�158)
703�3(0)

Small manual �BIC 0 4765�1 667(0) <
(0)

1692�2(0) <
(0)

2262(0) ≈
(0�281)

2307�5(0)

Note: Explanation: The table provides results for “large manual” experiments (AM02 and HJ06 in aggregation), the “small

manual” experiment (CHST07), and the “graphical” experiment is FKM07. It provides measures for both BIC and pseudo-R2

(see text). We distinguish fit in-sample (both BIC and pseudo-R2), out-of-sample (reporting pseudo-R2), and consistency (dif-
ference of out-of-sample BIC and in-sample BIC). All details are provided in the text.
The six columns list the “clairvoyant” LLmax

o of a hypothetical model (with zero-free parameters) predicting the choice distri-
butions as observed, the minimal LLmin

o of a hypothetical model predicting uniform randomization in each treatment, and
the results for the four models defined in Sections 2 and 3. Relation signs indicate the direction of differences and the p-values
evaluated by the robust Schennach and Wilhelm (2016) LR test are provided in parentheses underneath the relation signs. Re-
garding the consistency measure �BIC, the superscripts indicate the p-values of testing the null that the in-sample BIC equals
the out-of-sample BIC (or equivalently, that �BIC is zero).
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In predictions to the second degree (“Prediction of preferences and precision” in Ta-
ble 2), also the distribution parameters of λ are taken out-of-sample,

LL
pred-2
o =

∑
o′ �=o

LL
pred-2
o|o′ with LL

pred-2
o|o′ = max

dκ
ll
((
do

′
α �do

′
β �do

′
λ �dκ

)|o)
� (10)

and in predictions to the third degree (“Prediction of preferences, precision, and choice
bias” in Table 2), predictions are fully out-of-sample,

LL
pred-3
o =

∑
o′ /∈{o�FKM07}

LL
pred-3
o|o′ with LL

pred-3
o|o′ = ll

((
do

′
α �do

′
β �do

′
λ �do

′
κ

)|o)
� (11)

Counterfactual predictions to the third degree entail prediction of choice bias κ, that is,
predicting the extent of round-number effects, which is not meaningful between man-
ual and graphical experiments. There I focus on predictions between the manual exper-

iments. Using these log-likelihoods, I compute BIC (e.g., BICpred-1
o and BIC

pred-1
o|o′ ) and

pseudo-R2 as above, noting that the penalty term in BIC is a function of the number of
free parameters actually fitted to the data set that is predicted (e.g., zero free parameters
in predictions to the third degree).

The second panel of Table 2 reports the results. For brevity, I focus on the pseudo-
R2, that is, observed variance captured by the predictions, which is proportional to the
BICs but numerically easier to interpret. The classes of experiments are labeled as above,
large manual, small manual, and graphical. Overall, the adequacy of the models for pre-
dictions is very similar to their adequacy in capturing behavior in-sample, but the dif-
ferences between models increase further. Predicting manual choice, Focal maintains
85% accuracy, showing that Focal did not overfit in-sample, while the accuracy of the
benchmark models drops to 40%–50%, suggesting they did overfit. Predicting graphical
choice, where all models capture 62% of variance in-sample, Focal stays at 58%, while
the benchmark models drop to 45%. These differences in predicting graphical choice are
perhaps most informative about the quality of preference estimates, as graphical choice
does not exhibit round-number effects and all models are equally adequate in-sample.
Hence, all differences in predictions stem from inaccurate measurement of preferences
in the original data sets.

Result 2. Focal’s counterfactual predictions are highly reliable in absolute terms, and
much more so than those of the benchmark models. Focal maintains almost in-sample
accuracy, showing that the in-sample accuracy was not an artefact of overfitting.

Note that the reliability of counterfactual predictions is robust to limiting the knowl-
edge about the target environment, that is, even precision (degree 2) and choice bias
(degree 3) are predicted accurately, and thus represent robust facets of behavior. In ap-
plications, neither precision nor choice bias therefore need to be known for the target
environment.
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Consistency of estimates I evaluate the consistency of estimates between experiments
in likelihood ratio tests, by comparing likelihoods in-sample and out-of-sample. Consis-
tency is violated if in-sample and out-of-sample differ significantly. Obviously, estimates
could be inconsistent simply due to differences in the subject pools, but in this case, all
models will detect inconsistency. Note that consistency has been argued to be negatively
correlated with in-sample accuracy, since a model that does not fit well in-sample may
still be particularly robust due to being “simpler” (Hey, Lotito, and Maffioletti (2010)).
This may put Focal at a disadvantage.

Again, I distinguish the three degrees. Consistency to the first degree evaluates the
consistency of preference estimates in isolation, by relating the in-sample BIC to the
out-of-sample BICs obtained from predictions to the first degree,

�BIC
pred-1
o =

∑
o′ �=o

[
BIC

pred-1
o′|o −BICdescr

o′
]
� (12)

That is, I use preference estimates (distributions of α�β) of data set o, and given these
parameters I estimate precision and choice bias (distributions of λ�κ) on any other data
set o′, in order to obtain a full set of predictions to the first degree based on preference
estimates from o. Next, I take the differences of the resulting out-of-sample BICs to the
respective in-sample BIC for each o′ and aggregate, thus evaluating the consistency of
the preference estimates (in terms of log-likelihood differences) obtained from data set o
across other data sets. Consistency to the second degree uses out-of-sample preference
and precision estimates, that is, the BICs of predictions to the second degree,

�BIC
pred-2
o =

∑
o′ �=o

[
BIC

pred-2
o′|o −BICdescr

o′
]

(13)

and thus evaluates the joint consistency of preference and precision estimates across
samples. Consistency to the third degree uses the out-of-sample estimates for all behav-
ioral parameters in the prediction stage,

�BIC
pred-3
o =

∑
o′ /∈{o�FKM07}

[
BIC

pred-3
o′|o −LLdescr

o′
]
� (14)

Note that for each data set we only have two sets of predictions to the third degree,
namely the two sets based on estimates from the other two manual DG experiments,
since we are focusing on manual experiments when evaluating predictions fully out-of-
sample.

The third panel of Table 2 provides the results, listing the differences �BIC between
in-sample and out-of-sample and using asterisks to indicate significance of differences.
In total, Focal violates consistency at the Bonferroni level of 0�005 in 1/8 cases, while
logit, PALM and OGEV yield estimates that violate consistency in 7/8 cases each. I also
evaluate “relative consistency” by means of the relation signs in Table 2. A model is sig-
nificantly “more consistent” than another model if its inconsistency (difference out-of-
sample and in-sample) is significantly lower than the inconsistencies of the other mod-
els, evaluated again in Schennach–Wilhelm LR tests. Universally across the three groups
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of experiments and the three degrees of knowledge about the target environment, Fo-
cal’s estimates are significantly more consistent than those of the other models at the
robust 0�005 level.5

Result 3. Preference estimation using the Focal model is consistent across large exper-
iments (at least eight observations per subject). Estimates from the small experiment
(CHST07) differ weakly significantly, indicating weak identification. Estimates obtained
using the benchmark models are inconsistent across all experiments.

Combined, the counterfactual predictions show that estimates from other experi-
ments allow to predict behavior in CHST07 accurately, close to achieving in-sample ac-
curacy, while estimate consistency shows that the estimates from CHST07 are not suit-
able to predict behavior in the other experiments. Jointly, this attests weak identifica-
tion of preferences based on the CHST07 data (with only two observations per subject),
as opposed to attesting differences between subject pools. That is, reliable preference
measurement is possible with adequate choice models (such as Focal) and a sufficiently
large number of observations per subject (at least 8–10, as in AM02 and HJ06).

Comparative relevance Finally, let me evaluate the economic relevance of controlling
for presentation effects, both in absolute terms and in relative terms compared to the
relevance of controlling for subject heterogeneity. To this end, I aggregate the BIC mea-
sures defined above across all data sets,

BICdescr =
∑
o∈O

LLdescr
o � BICpred-1 =

∑
o∈O

LL
pred-1
o �

BICpred-2 =
∑
o∈O

LL
pred-2
o

(15)

in order to get overall assessments of descriptive and predictive adequacy, and using
these aggregate BIC I compute the corresponding pseudo-R2 as before.

These aggregate pseudo-R2 are reported in Table 3. I focus on the results for logit
and Focal, as the other benchmark models are similar to logit. As for modeling subject
heterogeneity, I distinguish four model families: (i) representative agent models (called
“Repr Agent” in Table 3) where all subjects have identical parameters; models with het-
erogeneous preferences (“Het Prefs”) allowing for heterogeneity in preferences (random
α and β with distributions as above) while subjects are assumed to have homogeneous
precision λ and choice bias κ; models allowing for heterogeneity in preferences and pre-
cision (random α�β�λ as above, called “Het Pref and Prec” in Table 3) while subjects are
assumed to have homogeneous choice bias κ, and models allowing for full heterogene-
ity (called “Full Het”) used in the previous subsection. As indicated, I further distinguish
the aggregate pseudo-R2 in-sample (“Accuracy in-sample”), and of predictions to the
first and second degree (“Out-of-sample degree 1” and “Out-of-sample degree 2”).

5As above, there is no robust ranking between logit, PALM and OGEV. Between these three models, every
one of them is most consistent in one context and least consistent in another context.
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Table 3. Relevance of controlling for round-number effects compared to relevance of control-
ling for subject heterogeneity (Pseudo-R2, less is better).

Extent of Controlling for Heterogeneity

Repr Agent Het Prefs Het Pref and Prec Full Het

Accuracy in-sample (pseudo-R2 based on BICdescr, see equation (15))
Logit 0�212 <

(0)
0�48 <

(0)
0�598 ≈

(0�778)
0�598

Focal 0�603 <
(0)

0�863 <
(0�009)

0�884 ≈
(0�83)

0�885

Out-of-sample degree 1 (prediction of preferences, based on BICpred-1)
Logit −0�091 <

(0)
0�452 >

(0�002)
0�399 ≈

(0�572)
0�401

Focal 0�564 <
(0)

0�738 <
(0)

0�838 ≈
(0�991)

0�838

Out-of-sample degree 2 (prediction of preferences and precision, based on BICpred-2)
Logit −0�048 <

(0)
0�395 ≈

(0�867)
0�398 ≈

(0�718)
0�401

Focal 0�26 <
(0)

0�777 <
(0)

0�838 ≈
(0�641)

0�84

Note: As discussed in the text, each panel provides pseudo-R2 for overall 4×2 models: four models of subject heterogeneity
(starting with the “representative agent” model, i.e., homogeneity) and two models of choice (multinomial logit and Focal). The
underlying likelihood ratio tests follow Schennach and Wilhelm (2016), the relation signs indicate the direction of differences,
and the p-values of the LR tests are printed underneath the relation signs.

In-sample, the representative agent logit model captures 21�2% of observed vari-
ance, and controlling for heterogeneity allows us to explain up to 59�8%, that is, an ad-
ditional 38 percentage points. Controlling for focality has the same impact in isolation,
raising the pseudo-R2 to 60�3% in the representative agent model, and in addition to
controlling for heterogeneity, it improves the R2 still by 30 percentage points (up to a
pseudo-R2 of 88�5% in total). That is, focality and subject heterogeneity are quantita-
tively of similar relevance and fairly complementary in nature.

The results out-of-sample are qualitatively similar but quantitatively even stronger
in demonstrating the relevance of controlling for both heterogeneity and focality. In pre-
dictions to both the first and the second degree, the representative agent logit model
has negative validity (pseudo-R2 of −9�1% and −4�8% out-of-sample), implying that
representative-agent predictions provide at best uninformed guesses. This is intuitive,
as the comparative statics depend on presentation, and if we calibrate a representative
agent based on one experiment in Figure 2, then the predictions for other experiments,
with differing contribution levels and comparative statics, must be off. Representative
agent modeling seems to be fairly limited as far as giving (as in dictator games) is con-
cerned.

The reliability of preference estimation (prediction to the first degree) improves
by around 49 percentage points in terms of R2 by controlling for heterogeneity, up to
40�1% in total, and by another 43 percentage points on top controlling for focality (up
to 83�8%). The reliability of joint preferences and precision estimation (prediction to
the second degree), that is, the distributions of (α�β�λ) across subjects, improves by 45
percentage points controlling for heterogeneity (up to again 40�1%) and controlling for
focality adds another 44 percentage points on top (up to 84%).
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Result 4. Controlling for focality and controlling for heterogeneity are both highly rele-
vant and largely complementary in reliable preference measurement.

5. Concluding remarks

This paper introduces and tests a simple model allowing to capture presentation effects
in stochastic choice. The idea that presentation affects choice seems widely recognized,
as a number of reasons for presentation effects such as ordering, round-number, and
left-digit effects are well documented. Considering this, surprisingly few studies explic-
itly analyze presentation effects in choice, and the few examples I am aware of, for ex-
ample, Bernheim and Rangel (2007) and Salant and Rubinstein (2008), all focus on ra-
tional (nonstochastic) choice, and thus are of limited help in econometric analyses. This
paper contributes to this literature by showing the striking importance, comparable to
controlling for heterogeneity, and the actual possibility of controlling for presentation
effects in experimental data. The focal choice adjust logit (Focal) model developed here
is tested by reanalyzing seminal experiments on dictator games, the most widely ana-
lyzed experimental games, and the results confirm the impression of the introductory
comments. Choice patterns and comparative statics strongly depend on presentation,
and inadvertently, counterfactual predictions and utility analyses neglecting presenta-
tion are unreliable (Results 2 and 3). This implies that falsifying predictions or detecting
behavioral differences, by analyzing experiments without controlling for presentation,
risks being uninformative or misleading.

The econometric results explicitly show that we can and need to control for presen-
tation when making ex ante predictions for experiments or policy interventions, and
equally when evaluating behavioral models. The latter requires rich data sets, with mul-
tiple observations per subject to disentangle preferences, noise and presentation bias.
Without such experimental designs, estimates are inconsistent (for all models) and con-
vergence of say preference modeling appears unrealistic. In the econometric analysis,
I assumed that the focality of options is linear in the “level of roundedness” observed
in statistical analysis of survey responses. This can be generalized straightforwardly, but
linearity ex post seems sufficient when analyzing dictator choice. Further, the existing
experimental literature recognizes potential ordering effects in choice from lists and
routinely reverses the ordering to nullify such effects. As discussed in Rubinstein and
Salant (2006), the extreme options in lists may well have relatively high or relatively
low focality, implying that simple reversions do not nullify ordering effects. Proposi-
tion 1 suggests an alternative approach, namely to arrange the options along a circle,
which can be rotated, and the resulting equation system identifies utility and focality
indices up to affine transformation. Finally, in two of the experiments considered here,
the payoff-equalizing “Leontief” choices had been round numbers in all tasks (AM02
and CHST07), and these two experiments happened to yield estimates of utility param-
eters deviating the most from the graphical choice benchmark FKM07. It thus seems ad-
visable to vary the roundedness of predictions associated with particular models (as in
HJ06). Alternatively, the graphical interface of FKM07 mitigates round-number effects,
but this “number free” choice elicitation is not applicable in experiments on strategic
choice and difficult to use outside the laboratory.
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To conclude, the Focal model allows to control for the “focality” of options arising
from the presentation of choice tasks. This is as critical for external validity as con-
trolling for heterogeneity, as presentation affects even comparative statics in dictator
games. The Focal model is widely applicable, as it directly generalizes logit, which is the
workhorse model in analyses of both individual choice (as analyzed here) and strate-
gic choice, including quantal response equilibrium (McKelvey and Palfrey (1995), McK-
elvey and Palfrey (1998)), cognitive hierarchy models (Camerer, Ho, and Chong (2004),
Rogers, Palfrey, and Camerer (2009)), level-k models (Stahl and Wilson (1994), Costa-
Gomes, Crawford, and Broseta (2001), Costa-Gomes and Weizsäcker (2008)) and noisy
introspection (Goeree and Holt (2004)). In this sense, Focal is a versatile and promising
model for behavioral analyses, besides being a rigorous framework to study presenta-
tion effects including nudging interventions. This opens up a wide range of interesting
opportunities for analyses of behavior across experiments, as controlling for presenta-
tion enables joint analyses of multiple experiments, which in turn allows us to condense
the information contained therein.

Appendix: Proof and technical definitions

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

Fix (π�φ) ∈ C, B ⊂ X , and define px := log Pr(x|π�φ�X) for all x ∈ B. Further, define
ux = u(πx) and vx = v(φx), for all x.

Step 1: There exists a ∈R such that px = λux + κφx + a for all x.
If Pr has a Focal representation, then by px = log Pr(x|π�φ�X) that

Pr(x|π�φ�B) = exp{px}∑
x′∈B

exp{px′ }
= exp{λux + κvx}∑

x′∈B
exp{λux′ + κvx′ }

�

Now define a : X → R as a(x) = px − λux − κvx for all x ∈X . Hence,

Pr(x|π�φ�B)= exp{px}∑
x′∈B

exp{px′ }
= exp

{
λux + κvx + a(x)

}
∑
x′∈B

exp
{
λux′ + κvx′ + a

(
x′)} �

for all x ∈ B ∈ P(X), and by transitivity, we obtain

exp{λux + κvx}∑
x′∈B

exp{λux′ + κvx′ }
= exp

{
λux + κvx + a(x)

}
∑
x′∈B

exp
{
λux′ + κvx′ + a

(
x′)}

⇒ exp{λux + κvx}
exp{λux′ + κvx′ } = exp

{
λux + κvx + a(x)

}
exp

{
λux′ + κvx′ + a

(
x′)} for all x�x′ ∈X�

implying a(x)/a(x′) = 1 for all x�x′ ∈ X . Thus, there exists a ∈ R such that px = λux +
κvx + a for all x.
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Step 2: Fix B ∈ P(X) and any context (π�φ). Initially, assume that the second context
π̃ is obtained by the “simple rotation” of π toward π̃ where

π̃(x) = π(x− 1) for all x > minB and π̃(maxB)= π(minB)�

We show that observations from the two contexts (π�φ) and (π̃�φ) suffice to identify
(π�φ) up to affine transformation.

Let n = |B|. By Theorem 1, based on the choice probabilities observing in (π�φ) and
(π̃�φ), we obtain the equation system:

p1 = a+ λu1 + κv1 (1a)

p2 = a+ λu2 + κv2 (2a)

���

pn = a+ λun + κvn (na)

p̃1 = ã+ λun + κv1 (1b)

p̃2 = ã+ λu1 + κv2 (2b)

���

p̃n = ã+ λun−1 + κvn� � (nb)

where (pi) and (p̃i) are known and a� ã�λ�κ� (ui)� (vi) are unknown. The claim is that
both (ui) and (vi) are defined up to affine transformation.

We demonstrate this directly by solving the equation system. First, rearrange the
equation system by defining equations (1c) = (1b) − (1a), (2c) = (2b) − (2a) and so on,
as well as equations (1d)= (1a)− (2b), (2d) = (2a)− (3b), and so on. This yields the fol-
lowing system:

p1 − p̃1 = a− ã+ λu1 − λun (1c)

p2 − p̃2 = a− ã+ λu2 − λu1 (2c)

���

pn − p̃n = a− ã+ λun − λun−1 (nc)

p1 − p̃2 = a− ã+ λv1 − λv2 (1d)

p2 − p̃3 = a− ã+ λv2 − λv3 (2d)

���

pn − p̃1 = a− ã+ λvn − λv1 (nd)

Second, set v1 = 0 and define equations (1e) = (1d), (2e) = (1d)+ (2d), (3e) = (2e)+
(3d), . . . , (10e) = (9e)+ (10d), as well as constants d1 = p1 − p̃2, d2 = p2 − p̃3 and so on.
This yields

d1 = a− ã− λv2� (1e)

d1 + d2 = 2(a− ã)− λv3� (2e)

d1 + d2 + d3 = 3(a− ã)− λv4� (3e)

��� (16)

d1 + · · · + dn−1 = (n− 1)(a− ã)− λvn� ((n-1)e)

d1 + · · · + dn = n(a− ã)− λv1� (ne)

Given v1 = 0, equation (ne) defines (a− ã), and using this, λv2� � � � � λv10 are defined from
equations (1e)–((n-1)e).
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Finally, set u1 = 0, which implies that λun and λu2 are defined from equations (1c)
and (2c), since we know a− ã. Knowing λu2, equation (3c) identifies λu3, which implies
that (4c) identifies λu4 and so on, up to λun−1 which is identified from (9c).

Step 3: If π̃ is any circular permutation of π, then relabeling options transforms the
circular permutation into a simple rotation as defined in Step 2. Hence, the claim holds
true for all circular permutations.

A.2 A simple axiomatic foundation

Based on Breitmoser (2020), it is straightforward to provide a simple axiomatic foun-
dation of the Focal model. The starting point that I use in this analysis is Gul and Pe-
sendorfer (2001), who establish that a “rational” DM (with a preferences for commit-
ment) maximizes u+ v. The question I ask is, if we take the existence of u and v as given,
in which conditions does “injecting” stochastic choice imply the Focal model. Formally,
I inject stochastic choice by requiring positivity of choice probabilities, then translate
maxu+ v into invariance statements about choice probabilities, and finally solve for the
functional form that choice probabilities may take if they are compatible with these in-
variance statements. In order to reflect that we now take u and v as given, and simply
ask about the functional form relating choice probabilities with u and v, I now denote
choice probabilities as Pr(x|u�v�B). Relatedly, each pair (u�v) characterizes a DM, and
the set of all conceivable DM is denoted D. I write ux = u(x) and vx = v(x) for all x ∈X .

The invariance statements are that both dimensions u and v matter (essentialness,
otherwise the functional form is not unique), that choice satisfies independence of irrel-
evant alternatives (IIA), that choice depends solely on u and v (“completeness”), and that
it is invariant to translation of u and v (“narrow bracketing” and “relative focality”), that
is, that DMs with u or v differing only by translation choose options with equal probabil-
ities. Note that all of these statements are compatible with maxu + v, and in this sense,
they (partially) characterize maxu+ v. As indicated, in addition, we assume positivity of
choice probabilities.

Assumption 1 (Axioms). For all (u�v) ∈ D, all B ∈ P(X), all x ∈ B and all r ∈R,

1. Essentialness: ux �= uy and vx = vy implies Pr(x|u�v�B) �= Pr(y|u�v�B), and ux = uy
and vx �= vy implies Pr(x|u�v�B) �= Pr(y|u�v�B),

2. Positivity: Pr(x|u�v�B) > 0,

3. IIA: for all B′ ∈ P(X) and all x� y ∈ B ∩B′, Pr(x|u�v�B)
Pr(y|u�v�B) = Pr(x|u�v�B′)

Pr(y|u�v�B′) ,

4. Narrow bracketing: Pr(x|u�v�B)= Pr(x|u+ r� v�B),

5. Relative focality: Pr(x|u�v�B) = Pr(x|u�v + r�B),

6. Completeness: for all (u� v)� (u′� v′) ∈ D, B = {x� y}, and B′ = {x′� y ′},

(ux� vx)= (u′
x′ � v′

x′) and (uy� vy)= (u′
y ′ � v′

y ′) ⇒ Pr(x|u�v�B)
Pr(y|u�v�B) = Pr(x′|u′�v′�B′)

Pr(y ′|u′�v′�B′) .
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We solve for the functional form that choice probabilities may take, given they are
compatible with these statements, assuming the following assumptions are satisfied.
First, we need to make sure that we can manipulate u and v independently (Richness).
Second, for any conceivable DM (u�v), we need to ensure that DMs for all affine trans-
formations of u and v are equally conceivable, based on which I show that DMs differ-
ing only by affine transformations actually are indistinguishable.6 Finally, to guarantee
uniqueness, the set of possible options X as well as the images of u and v are convex
subsets of R.

Assumption 2 (Richness). 1. Choice tasks: For all (u�v) ∈ D, (au +bu ·u�av +bv · v) ∈ D
for all (au�bu)� (av�bv) ∈R

2.

2. Richness: there exist (u�v) and (x� y) such that ux �= uy and vx = vy , and there exist
(u�v) and (x� y) such that ux = uy and vx �= vy .

3. Convexity: X and the images u[X] = {ux|x ∈ X}, v[X] = {vx|x ∈ X} are convex,
bounded, nonsingleton subsets of R.

The following result establishes that the above invariance statements are satisfied if
and only if choice probabilities have a Focal representation. Considering that the invari-
ance statements simply characterize maxu + v, and that the only other assumption is
positivity, this suggests that the Focal model is a natural formulation of maxu + v if we
seek to allow for stochastic choice.

Theorem 1. Given Assumption 2, the following two statements are equivalent:

1. Choice profile Pr satisfies Axioms 1–6

2. Choice profile Pr has a Focal choice adjusted logit (Focal) representation: there exist
unique (λ�κ) ∈R

2 such that, for all x ∈ B ∈ P(X) and all (u�v) ∈ D,

Pr(x|u�v�B) = exp{λ · ux + κ · vx}∑
x′∈B

exp{λ · ux′ + κ · vx′ }
� (17)

Since a formal proof of a slightly more general statement allowing for an arbitrary
number of dimensions n is provided in Breitmoser (2020), I will resort to outline the key
intuition here. Positivity and IIA imply that choice probabilities are functions of “choice
propensities” (Luce (1959)). Without further information, the choice propensity of x ∈ X

is defined only in relation to a benchmark option y ∈ X (McFadden (1974)), and as IIA
applies to each DM (u�v) separately, propensities may be DM dependent, implying

Pr(x|u�v�B) = V (x� y|u�v)∑
x′∈B

V
(
x′� y|u�v) with V (x� y|u�v)= fu�v(ux�uy� vx� vy�x� y)�

6I identify all real numbers as constant functions such that addition and multiplication of a function with
a real are well-defined. Thus, for any u : X → R and any a�b ∈ R, u′ = a + bu is equivalent to u′

x = a + bux
for all x ∈ X .
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Any y ∈ X may serve as benchmark option, and by convexity of X , the reference to the
benchmark can be dropped, that is, V (x� y|u�v)= f̃u�v(ux� vx�x) for some function f̃ . By
Axiom 6, completeness, options that are equivalent in terms of both utility and focality
have equal choice propensities in any choice task, implying that choice propensities can
be represented independently of x. Formally, a family of functions Ṽu�v exists such that
Ṽu�v(ux� vx) = f̃u�v(ux� vx�x) for all x ∈ X , and all (u�v). Given this characterization of
propensities, narrow bracketing and focality imply

Ṽu�v(ux� vx)

Ṽu�v(ux′� vx′)
= Ṽu+ru�v+rv (ux + ru� vx + rv)

Ṽu+ru�v+rv (ux′ + ru� vx′ + rv)
for all x�x′ ∈X and ru� rv ∈R� (18)

which in turn implies Ṽu+ru�v+rv (ux + ru� vx + rv) = Ṽu�v(ux� vx) · g(ru� rv) for some func-
tion g. Due to the DM dependence of Ṽ , Ṽu+ru�v+rv �= Ṽu�v is possible, but “complete-
ness” restricts DM dependence by allowing the functional equation to be expressed as
h(ux + ru� vx + rv) = h(ux� vx) · g(ru� rv) for some function h : R2 → R. The main tech-
nical difficulty is that h is not necessarily differentiable.7 By positivity, the logarithmic
transformation h̃= logh and g̃ = logg is admissible, which yields the Pexider functional
equation h̃(ux+ ru� vx+ rv) = h̃(ux� vx)+ g̃(ru� rv), and by their relation to probabilities, h̃
is bounded from above for all values in the images of u and v (for any DM),8 which each
have positive length by “convexity” (Assumption 2). This implies that all solutions of h̃
are linear in ux and vx, and the essentialness of u and v implies that the respective coef-
ficients (λ�κ) are unique. Thus, h̃(ux� vx)= λux +κvx + cx for all x, with unique λ�κ ∈R

and c : X → R (Aczél and Dhombres (1989)). Using Ṽu�v = exp h̃,

Pr(x|u�v�B) = exp{λ · ux + κ · vx + cx}∑
x′∈B

exp{λ · ux′ + κ · vx′ + cx′ }
� (19)

Completeness implies that cx is constant in x and cancels out, yielding the Focal repre-
sentation. The detailed proof is given in Breitmoser (2020).
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